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Chief Constable’s
Foreword

Richard Brunstrom

As the co-chair of PAW, the UK
Partnership for Action Against Wildlife
Crime, I am proud to present the ﬁrst
formal Annual Report from the UK’s
National Wildlife Crime Unit. e
NWCU is a small unit but one which, as
this report so convincingly demonstrates,
is beginning to make a real impact.
Following a period of ﬁnancial insecurity
the NWCU is now punching above its
weight, largely because of the dedication,
enthusiasm and commitment of all of
the staﬀ.
e unit operates to the highest modern
policing standards. It is fully compliant
with the National Intelligence Model, and
has recently had a highly complimentary
inspection report from the Oﬃce of
Surveillance Commissioners. ere is now
an operational arm with two (shortly to
be three) well regarded investigative
support oﬃcers able to assist local wildlife
crime oﬃcers throughout the country
with the more complicated and specialist
investigations. NWCU has fully earned its
reputation for excellence both nationally
and internationally.
A new relationship with prosecutors is
developing throughout the UK, leading to
1

more serious charges and stiﬀer sentences
as the true impact of wildlife crime
becomes more apparent to courts and
judges; and as this report demonstrates,
prison is now at last a realistic possibility
for the more serious oﬀences.

staﬀ we can fund: therefore the day-to-day
management of this data has become one
of our greatest challenges.

In summary, I am very pleased with the
progress made during the past year by the
NWCU under my stewardship. ere is of
course much to do, and few people to do
it, but the unit is going from strength to
strength. I could not have asked for more
from the team, and nor could I be more
proud of them.

N

I am retiring from the police service very
soon and handing over my wildlife crime
responsibilities to Chief Constable Richard
Crompton of Lincolnshire Police, but I
leave the NWCU healthy, with lots of
potential and an exciting future ahead of it.
e public can be very sure that the UK’s
ability to tackle wildlife crime has never
been stronger.

We have had some signiﬁcant successes
with the 2007/08 UK wildlife priorities,
including:

N

N

N

Several successful prosecutions for bat
roost damage in 2008
Several successful prosecutions for the
illegal trade in CITES1 species in 2008
and 2009
e ﬁrst ever successful prosecution for
freshwater pearl mussel destruction in
2008
e ﬁrst ever successful prosecution in
England for hare coursing in 2009

Photo by Alan Roberts

Richard Brunstrom
QPM, BSc., Dip. Cons., MSc.
Chief Constable of North Wales

Executive Summary
e main role of the National Wildlife
Crime Unit (NWCU) is to assist in the
prevention and detection of wildlife
crime. We do this by obtaining and
disseminating information from a wide
range of organisations and by assisting
police forces in wildlife crime investigation.
In 2008/09, our 2 support oﬃcers have
assisted more than half of the police forces
in the UK. e number of operations they
have assisted has more than doubled every
year since 2006. We have worked hard to
build relationships with police forces and
our many partner organisations. As we
become more successful at this, there is an
ever-increasing data ﬂow into the unit
which we must manage. At the same time,
we have had a decrease in the number of

Strumpshaw Fen, Norfolk

Of the 51 successful convictions recorded
at the NWCU in 2008/09, there have been
some signiﬁcant penalties levied against the
oﬀenders. ese include:
N

N

N

Two years suspended sentence for the
man described as the ‘mastermind of a
successful ivory smuggling operation’
in London
Two years imprisonment for ﬁrearms
oﬀences following a wildlife poisoning
investigation in North Wales
80 days imprisonment for the man who
clubbed 21 grey seal pups to death in
Shetland

Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species.
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N
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£5,000 ﬁned against a builder who
destroyed bat roosts in North Wales
£2,800 ﬁned for the illegal sale of
endangered Arowana ﬁsh in London
Over £2,500 ﬁned against a man
convicted of badger sett interference in
Kent

“

£2,350 ﬁne for destruction of fresh
water pearl mussel beds in Cumbria
£1,500 ﬁne for a pet shop owner who
sold endangered tortoises illegally in
Hampshire
Over £1,000 ﬁned against a convicted
hare courser in Hertfordshire
£600 ﬁned against a person who
recklessly disturbed a nesting white
tailed eagle in Oban
£200 ﬁned for the illegal sale of stuﬀed
sparrow hawks on eBay in Merseyside

e NWCU operate a UK wide wildlife
intelligence database, which contains
thousands of incidents. Without this,
police forces and agencies would have
to trawl numerous systems to gain
information on wildlife crime and wildlife
criminals. With no statutory wildlife crime
recording in England and Wales, our
database is the only central place to get
this information. We are also the conduit
between police forces and PAW2 partners a vital coordinating role which is a beacon
for other European member states.
We now formally share data with many
partner agencies, and we have also been
instrumental in facilitating work between
agencies across the world to prevent and
detect international wildlife crime, which
can oen be of a serious and organised
nature. e creation and success of the
NWCU has ensured that the UK has an
enviable worldwide reputation for the
manner in which we combat wildlife
crime.
2

Partnership for Action against Wildlife crime.
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I see the NWCU as a focal point for wildlife and environmental crime issues within
Scotland and the UK. e collating and assessment of intelligence is vital for forces today
and if this specialist crime type is going to be taken seriously by forces then the unit’s role is
vitally important. Our force works closely with the NWCU both by submitting incident
data, intelligence logs and carrying out scoping exercises into potential areas of criminality.
In return we have received analytical products and intelligence prior to planned operations.
Our force has also beneﬁted om the expertise of the units support oﬃcers who have provided
expert assistance on two high proﬁle operations within the Grampian area in 2008 and I
would highly recommend this resource to other forces. Long may our positive working
relationship continue.
David MacKinnon
Grampian Police Wildlife and Environmental Crime Oﬃcer

Purpose of the NWCU
e primary role of the NWCU is to assist
in the prevention and detection of wildlife
crime. It does this by obtaining and
disseminating information/intelligence
from a wide range of organisations, by
producing analysis which highlights local
or national threats and by assisting police
forces in wildlife crime investigations.
e NWCU has the remit for wildlife
crime in the United Kingdom and reports
to a high-level group. e NWCU is the
conduit between all of the agencies,
domestically and internationally, that:
N
N
N

have a legal obligation to deal with
wildlife crime
have an interest in dealing with wildlife
crime, or
hold information/intelligence relating
to wildlife crime

Strategic Aim
Tackling crime and public
protection through intelligence
led policing and problem solving:
Partnerships
To improve our eﬀectiveness in tackling
crime in the ways in which we prevent
illegal wildlife activity, we will aim
to enhance and strengthen existing

“

N

relationships with partner agencies whilst
exploring new opportunities to work with
others, and we will provide visible and
intelligence led policing support wherever
possible.
Service response
In delivering an eﬀective service to our
partners we will aim to ensure that our
staﬀ have a shared understanding of the
importance of customer care, from initial
point of contact through to customer
feedback at conclusion, and will ensure
that the ethos of service quality inﬂuences
our organisational decision making
processes.
Capacity and organisational
development
To ensure the continued delivery of an
eﬀective service to our partners within a
known climate of budgetary constraints
and increasing demand, we will aim to
maximise the capacity of our resources to
meet these demands through a programme
of organisational development and sound
ﬁnancial management.
People
We recognise the fundamental importance
of our staﬀ in delivering a quality service,
and aim to train and develop them
eﬀectively. We will strive to ensure that
they have the best possible equipment to
provide that service.
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Resources
e NWCU is funded by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Aﬀairs (Defra); ACPO; ACPOS; the Home Oﬃce and the
Scottish and Northern Ireland Governments. e charts below show our funding and our spending for the 2009/2010 ﬁnancial year:

NWCU Funding 2008/2009

NWCU Budget 2009/2010

Equipment &
Other Costs
4.2%

NI Govt
1.1%
ACPOS
10.5%
Scottish
Executive
10.5%

OfficeCosts
5.1%

Overtime
Travel &
Subsistence
18.7%

Training
0.8%

Home Office
31.6%

ACPO
14.7%
Total Salary
71.2%

DEFRA
31.6%

Challenges

2006 Staff

2009 Staff

1 x Head of Unit

1 x Head of Unit

1 x Senior Analyst

1 x Senior Analyst

1 x Senior Intelligence Oﬃcer

1 x Senior Intelligence Oﬃcer

2 x Analysts

1 x Analyst (currently vacant)

3 x Intelligence Oﬃcers

2 x Intelligence Oﬃcers

2 x Investigative Support Oﬃcers

2 x Investigative Support Oﬃcers

1 x Admin Clerk

1 x Admin Clerk

2 x Attachments

0 x Attachments

1 x Operations Co-ordinator

0 x Operations Co-ordinator

Total: 14

Total: 9

Volume of data
e NWCU has worked hard to build
relationships with police forces and many
partner organisations. As it becomes
increasingly successful in doing this, there
is a sustained and ever-increasing data ﬂow
into the Unit which has to be assessed,
managed, input, indexed and analysed
professionally. With current staﬃng levels,
day-to-day data management is one of the
greatest challenges we face.
Reduction in staff
e Unit has faced a signiﬁcant reduction
in staﬀ since it began in 2006. Permanent
funding has not been available to maintain
the numbers of staﬀ with which we
originally started. e following table
shows the staﬃng levels at the inception of
the NWCU, and what we have now:

www.nwcu.police.uk
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Key Performance
Review
New UK wildlife crime
priorities 2009/2010
Huw Irranca-Davies, Minister for the
Natural and Marine Environment,
Wildlife and Rural Aﬀairs, set out the
government’s wildlife crime priorities for
2009/10 at the Royal Botanic Gardens
Kew on 25th February. e new UK
wildlife crime priorities for 2009/2010 are:
1. Badger persecution
2. Bat persecution
3. CITES issues (with 5 sub-priorities of
caviar, ivory, ramin timber, tortoises
and traditional medicines)
4. Freshwater pearl mussels

“

ese priority areas are ones which have
been assessed as posing the greatest current
threat to either the conservation status4 of
a species or which show the highest levels
of volume of crime. ey are those that are
assessed as requiring an immediate UKwide tactical response. Furthermore, the
following 4 areas are the new UK wildlife
intelligence requirements for 2009/2010.
1. CITES Annex A orchid species
2. Illegal taking of, and trade in, European
eel (newly listed on CITES in March
2009)
3. Finch trapping
4. Illegal taking of wild bird eggs
ese areas are ones which we assess as
needing a ‘watching brief ’ kept on them,
i.e. we need to measure the extent of
related criminal activity before any
speciﬁc coordinated tactical response is
implemented across the UK.

Success with the 2007/08
UK wildlife priorities
Bat persecution
N

5. Poaching (deer poaching/coursing, ﬁsh
poaching and hare coursing)
6. Raptor persecution (including
poisoning, egg the, chick the and
nest disturbance/destruction with a
focus on golden eagle, goshawk, hen
harrier, red kite and white-tailed eagle)

3

Ian West, RSPB

N

A standard operating procedure for
dealing with bat incidents was rolled
out across the UK
Following the Livesey case in
Hertfordshire, the Crown Prosecution
Service are now generally better
informed and willing to engage more
readily with prosecutions

N

ere were several successful
prosecution for damage to bat roosts
in 2008

Illegal trade in CITES species
N

N

ere have been several successful
prosecutions for the illegal trade in
CITES species in 2008 and 2009
Illegal trade in caviar was identiﬁed
as the number one priority. Training
was given to Animal Health Wildlife
Inspectors and repackaging companies
were identiﬁed and visited to check for
compliance. Samples were taken for
DNA analysis; a large number of retail
outlets were visited and all data was
been passed to NWCU for analysis.
ere are a couple of cases under
investigation as a result of this work

“

e UKBA and the NWCU are working closely
in targeting the illegal trade in endangered
species. Since formal protocols were established,
the ability to share information eely and to pool
investigative resources is already producing
positive results in identifying criminal activity
and carrying out enforcement actions. Both
organisations are fully committed to driving
forward the CITES priority and we are
conﬁdent that with the quality of intelligence
products the NWCU are now producing, success
in this area will follow in the near future.

Charles MacKay
UK Borders Agency (UKBA),
CITES Priority Plan Owner

Killing with Keystrokes, 2008.
is assessment was provided by the Wildlife Law Enforcement Working Group of the Joint Nature Conservation Committee, which
compromises representatives of the statutory conservation agencies, Royal Botanic Gardens Kew and some non-government organisations.

4
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“

e true scale of the involvement of
the internet in the facilitation of wildlife
crime is currently unknown, although it is
believed to be very proliﬁc. A recent study
by the International Fund for Animal
Welfare3 states that one UK internet
auction site ‘dominated the trade in
[endangered] species in the UK’. Whilst
the NWCU will act on any information or
intelligence we receive, lack of staﬀ means
we struggle to conduct in-depth and
proactive investigations into this wildlife
crime activity.

e RSPB considers its partnership with the NWCU to be a vital tool in the eﬃcient
gathering and dissemination of wildlife crime intelligence. We look forward to forging even
closer links with the NWCU in the future to help deliver eﬀective enforcement of the UK
wildlife crime priorities.

“

Internet crime
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As a newly appointed wildlife crime oﬃcer, I am
on a steep learning curve. e daily advice and
assistance provided by the NWCU is ﬁrst class.

N

Kenny Dummigan
Merseyside Police Wildlife and
Environmental Crime Oﬃcer

N

Freshwater pearl mussels
N
N

N

ere was a successful prosecution of
an oﬀender in Cumbria in 2008
Pearl ﬁshing incidents have received
considerable coverage in the national
and local media
Funds have been secured to speciﬁcally
target water sports enthusiasts in
Scotland
(information
leaﬂet
produced)

“

ere has been a marked increase in the
number of reported incidents since the
strategy was produced
River watch scheme has been
established on the River Spey
ere has been targeted local
enforcement activity across the main
freshwater pearl mussel sites across
the UK

police are implementing "Operation
Moorwatch" in partnership with
Natural England
N

e 2009 strategic high level meeting
expanded the hen harrier persecution
priority to encompass all raptor
persecution5

Photo by Charles Everitt

Hen harrier persecution
N

N

N

Regular meetings have been held
ensuring that all are conversant with
the current position and the policing
approach
Standard operating procedures for
dealing with hen harrier incidents have
been made available

“

“

“

N

Derbyshire and North Yorkshire

e National Wildlife Crime Unit has been invaluable in assisting Kent police in
delivering advice and products that not only aﬀect national but local wildlife crime issues.
Advice on a number of issues is readily available to assist those investigating wildlife crimes.
Acting Sergeant Andrew Small, Kent Police
Rural and Environmental Crime Co-ordinator

Brown hare

Poaching
N

N
N

N

N

N

N

Hen harrier ( female in ﬂight)

ere has been a successful prosecution
for hare coursing in Hertfordshire in
2009
Prevention strategies have been
produced and key oﬀenders identiﬁed
In Scotland, nearly all legitimate
outlets for game and venison have been
approached and made aware of the
ongoing campaign
In Scotland, posters and ﬂyers
have been produced, launched by the
Minister for Environment and
subsequently distributed
Considerable publicity has been given,
both by local and national press, radio
and television
Arrangements are in place in Tayside to
allow water bailiﬀs to carry out vehicle
checks
ere have been many local initiatives
carried out in support of this priority
across the UK

5

With speciﬁc focus on golden eagle, goshawk, hen harrier, red kite and white-tailed eagle.
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Investigative/Operational Support
e NWCU currently have two investigative support oﬃcers who oﬀer guidance and assistance to wildlife crime oﬃcers and government
departments, both in the UK and abroad. e table below shows the number of operations they have assisted with since the NWCU began
in 2006:
Force/Organisation
Assisting

Year
Grand
2006 2007 2008 2009 Total

Avon & Somerset
Bedfordshire
Cambridgeshire/UKBA
Central Scotland
Cheshire
Cleveland
1
Cleveland/UKBA
Cumbria
Defra
Derbyshire
1
Devon & Cornwall
1
Dorset
Dumfries & Galloway
Durham
Dyfed Powys
Essex/UKBA
European Union
Fife
Gloucestershire
Grampian
Greater Manchester
Gwent
Hampshire/UKBA
Hertfordshire
Humberside
International
Joint Op between UK Forces
Kent
Lancashire
Leicestershire

1
1

1
2
1
1
3

1
1

1

1
2

1

2
2
1
1
1
4
1

1

0
0
1
0
2
3
1
1
3
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
4
0
0
2
2
0
1
0
1
1
4
0
2
0

Force/Organisation
Assisting
Lincolnshire
Lothian and Borders
Merseyside
Metropolitan
Norfolk
North Wales
North Yorkshire
Northamptonshire
Northern
Northumbria
Nottinghamshire
PSNI
South Wales
South Yorkshire
Staﬀordshire
Strathclyde
Suﬀolk
Surrey
Sussex
Tayside
ames Valley
Trading Standards/MHRA
UKBA
Warwickshire
West Mercia
West Midlands
West Yorkshire/UKBA
Wiltshire
Grand Total

Year
Grand
2006 2007 2008 2009 Total

1

1

5
1
2
1
1
1

2

1
1

3
2
1
1
1

1

3
1

1
1

2
1
2

1
1

1

2
1
1

1

1
2

20

43

2

9

11

0
1
9
1
5
3
3
0
2
1
4
1
2
2
3
1
2
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
1
3
2
0
83

As the table shows, the NWCU support oﬃcers have been involved in operational assistance and guidance to over 31 police forces across the
UK. ey have also assisted UKBA, Defra and Trading Standards and have been involved in European and international operations.
e number of operations they have assisted has more than doubled every year - from 9 in 2006, to 20 in 2007, to 43 in 2008. So far in
2009 (up until March) they have assisted in 10 operations across the UK and one that is investigating serious & organised wildlife crime
across the EU.

www.nwcu.police.uk
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Successes/Results
Outcomes of cases on
NWCU database
As cases progress, reviews are conducted by
NWCU staﬀ through oﬃcer and partner
input and via the two national criminal
history systems (PNC6 and SCHS7) to
ensure that the data remains current and
actionable. e facility to record the
outcomes of cases held at the NWCU has
only been developed in the last year. Prior
to 2008, we had no system to record
outcomes. We are working tirelessly to
review every single case we hold, therefore
allowing us instant access to the numbers
of successful prosecutions for wildlife
crime.

Successful convictions
for wildlife crime
Of the 51 successful convictions recorded
at the NWCU in 2008/09, we have
described a selection of current cases on the
following pages. Although not every case
has had direct involvement from the
NWCU, they show the scale and
signiﬁcance of the convictions which UK
police forces have secured via intelligence
sharing and partnership collaboration:

Outcomes

No.

%

No further action

512

33.0%

Ongoing

493

31.7%

Unknown

243

15.6%

Intelligence recorded

74

4.8%

Pending (court case)

59

3.8%

Convicted

51

3.3%

Insuﬃcient evidence/no court proceedings

40

2.6%

UKBA seizure

33

2.1%

Caution/Warning/Admonished

30

1.9%

No criminality identiﬁed

18

1.2%

TOTAL:
Jail for seal killer
9

e Shetland ﬁsherman who clubbed 21
grey seal pups to death in November last
year was jailed for 80 days under the Wild
Mammals (Protection) Act 1996 on the
25th March 2009. 10Jimmy Stewart, 47, a
crewman on one of Scotland's biggest
trawlers, admitted mutilating, beating
and crushing the seals to death on 29

1553
November. e discovery on a beach on
the island of East Linga was made by staﬀ
from Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH),
who were carrying out a survey. Stewart
repeatedly battered the heads of the seals
with a wooden fence post. Defence
solicitor Tommy Allan told the court his
client could oﬀer no explanation why he
had killed the seals.

Photo by Terry Cavner

First conviction of its kind for
hare courser in England8
Jimmy Cash, 45, pleaded guilty on the 8th
April 2009 to two hare coursing oﬀences
in what is believed to be the ﬁrst conviction
of its kind under the Hunting Act in
relation to hare coursing in England. Cash
was convicted at Stevenage Magistrates'
Court of an oﬀence contrary to the
Hunting Act 2004 and another contrary to
poaching in connection with an incident
which happened at around 8am on
October 21, 2008 on Sandon Road in
erﬁeld. He was ﬁned £350 for each
oﬀence, £400 costs and £15 compensation.

Seal pup

6

Police National Computer. 7Scottish Criminal History System. 8http://www.royston-crow.co.uk/content/crow/news/story.
http://www.lookoutforseals.org/campaign-news/1-updates/13-jail-for-seal-killer. 10http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/north_east/7908185.stm.

9
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Tortoise trade conviction
(case ongoing at time of print)

Two years imprisonment for
firearms offences following
poisons investigation11

A two year operation led by the NWCU
and involving teams from West Mercia
constabulary, West Midlands police and
the UK Borders Agency led to the arrest of
David Neville Johnson, a 21 year old from
Telford, for a string of oﬀences involving
the illegal trade in endangered tortoises.

“

“

In early 2008, Rob Taylor, wildlife crime
oﬃcer for North Wales police, undertook
an investigation into the death of two
buzzards, poisoned by a rabbit carcass laced
with the banned pesticide carbofuran, near
Llangollen. Following further enquiries, a
search was conducted on the premises of
Paul Anthony Wilson. e joint search
team included a ﬁrearms expert and Welsh
Assembly oﬃcers. During the search, no
carbofuran was found but Wilson was
arrested aer a .410 shotgun that had been
considerably shortened was found and
seized. He was subsequently charged with
possession of the ﬁrearm, which is classiﬁed
as a ‘Section 5’ prohibited weapon. Wilson
pleaded guilty at Caernarfon Crown Court
to possession of the Section 5 weapon, but
oﬀered a diﬀerent explanation of his
possession to that he had given in
interview. A subsequent Newton hearing
took place (a mini trial to determine the
gravity of the oﬀence) in December 2008
as a result of which Wilson was sentenced
to two years imprisonment in January
2009.

Without the support provided by the NWCU,
this investigation would have never taken place.
PC Tim Vernon
West Mercia Constabulary

Johnson appeared at Telford Magistrates
Court on Monday 23rd March 2009 and
pleaded guilty to all eight oﬀences contrary
to the Control of Trade in Endangered
Species (COTES) regulations 1997. In
view of the serious nature of the oﬀence
Johnson was committed to Shrewsbury
Crown Court for deferred sentencing in
June 2009.
In November 2008, oﬃcers investigating
the illegal trade in endangered species of
tortoise executed search warrants at two
addresses in Telford and another location
in Wolverhampton linked to Johnson. e
charges relate to the prohibited sale of 191
Hermann’s and seven spur-thighed
tortoises, making false statements to obtain
permits and the prohibited purchase of
200 Hermann’s tortoises.

Badger diggers sentenced12
Two men have been convicted of a range
of oﬀences against badgers. Northumbria
police wildlife crime oﬃcer Andy
Swinburne reports - ‘On 20 November
2008, Christopher Hindmarsh and Justin
Lang, both from Ashington, were
sentenced at Alnwick Magistrates Court
having pleaded guilty to oﬀences of
damaging a badger sett, obstructing
access to a badger sett and allowing a dog
to enter a badger sett. Hindmarsh also
pleaded guilty to attempting to take, kill
or injure a badger. ey were given a
12-month community order, a 12-month
supervision order, tasked to carry out 120

Both Hermann’s and spur-thighed
tortoises are protected by European law
and trade in the species if prohibited unless
government permits are in place. e
species receive the highest level of
protection to preserve wild populations,
which are threatened by habitat loss and
illegal trade.

11

Account supplied by RSPB - Legal Eagle publication.
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Account supplied by RSPB - Legal Eagle publication.

hours of unpaid work, ordered to abide by
a three month curfew between 10 pm and
6 am, and ordered to pay £260 costs each.
ey were banned from keeping dogs for
three years and their mobile telephones,
equipment and dogs were conﬁscated. On
30 July 2007, the pair were disturbed
attacking a badger sett near Warkworth,
Northumberland. e two suspects
emerged from a wood, known to contain
an active badger sett, with four terriers,
some of which had fresh injuries. One
dog was later found to have an old
wound consistent with a badger injury.
Examination of the sett indicated there had
been fresh interference and there was an
abandoned spade in one entrance. Both
men were arrested, interviewed and
released pending enquiries. e dogs were
seized and their faeces from the kenneling
facilities were found to contain badger hair
that was matched using the national badger
DNA database at Wildlife Forensic
Sciences. is indicated that one of the
dogs had been in physical contact with
a badger 24 to 48 hours previously.
Hindmarsh's mobile telephone contained
text messages and video evidence
connecting him to badger digging and in
previous dealings with the police he had
openly boasted of his exploits. Similarly,
Lang’s mobile also contained a graphic
video of terriers attacking a fox.
Subsequently both males were interviewed
again and reported by the RSPCA who, by
then, were assisting the investigation.
Passing Sentence Judge Earl said, "It is very
oen seen as being a victimless crime, but it
isn't a victimless crime. e animals are the
victims and so too are the wider
community because of the emotive feeling
that this brings to our society. When one
derives an element of pleasure from doing
this sort of thing it evokes revulsion.
Anyone who says that it is just a dumb
animal is dumb themselves. erefore it is
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Badger sett interference13
On 22 October 2008, Mr Botting from
Kent appeared before magistrates at
Canterbury, where he pleaded guilty to a
charge of recklessly interfering with a
badger sett in contravention of the
Protection of Badgers Act 1992, and was
ﬁned £1600 and required to pay costs of
£1062.
Photo by Andy McWilliam

Badger

In March 2008 dog walkers present in an
area adjacent to a site known as Horseshoe
Wood became aware of explosions from
this location. ey made contact with
Botting who was present on the site and
expressed concerns with regard to the
welfare of badgers that they knew to be
living in a sett within the Wood. eir
description of the activities taking place
conﬁrmed that a ‘Rodenator’ or similar
device was being used and that a number of
tunnel entrances had been blocked with
soil. Botting was reported to have informed
the walkers that he was using the device to
collapse rabbit burrows. e matter was
reported to the local police and in
response; a visit to the site was undertaken
by the local wildlife crime oﬃcer and an

13

Article taken om the PAW Website.

14

Inspector from the RSPCA. Advice was
then sought from the wildlife management
& licensing team of Natural England. A
further joint site inspection conﬁrmed that
badgers were active in the area and living in
a sett present along the bank that forms
this block of woodland. A number of
entrances to the sett had been deliberately
blocked with soil. e ‘Rodenator’ and
similar devices involve the introduction of
a mixture of propane gas and oxygen into
underground tunnels and burrows. is is
then electronically ignited and it is claimed
that the subsequent shock wave will
collapse these structures. However, it is
illegal under the Wildlife & Countryside
Act 1981 to use explosives as a method of
killing any animal species and so advice was
previously issued by Natural England that
to use these devices for pest control is likely
to constitute an oﬀence. e prosecution
stressed that the explosive eﬀect on any
badgers that were present in the sett would
have been devastating and that this level of
interference should be viewed as a serious
matter. e solicitor, who defended Mr
Botting, accepted that the evidence
produced conﬁrmed the presence of an
active badger sett although the defendant
and his staﬀ denied having knowledge that
badgers were living on the farm.
White tailed eagle disturbance14
On 6 October 2008, Alistair Waters of
North Aberdeen was ﬁned £600 at Oban
Sheriﬀ Court for recklessly disturbing a
white-tailed eagle. Waters was seen taking
photographs at the Mull nest site on 4
March 2008, and an eagle was seen ﬂying
and calling in a distressed manner. All eagle
nests on Mull are closely monitored, and
Police wildlife crime oﬃcer Finlay
Christine informed the court an egg had
been laid in the 24-hour period prior to the
disturbance. e nest subsequently failed.
Mull eagle watch is held every year. Signs
are placed all over the island and a public

Account supplied by RSPB - Legal Eagle Publication.

hide allows visitors to view the eagles
without disturbing them. White-tailed
eagles receive special protection under
Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981, and their nests are
legally protected all year round.

“

“

appropriate that a sentence is passed that
has an element of deterrent to it and it
sends a message out to the wider
community who like to indulge in this sort
of thing that this will not be tolerated".

We welcome responsible tourists to Mull. What
happened here wasn’t responsible, it was reckless.
RSPB Mull Oﬃcer
Dave Sexton

First freshwater pearl
mussel conviction15
e environment agency and Cumbria
police secured the ﬁrst successful UK
prosecution for damage to freshwater pearl
mussels and their habitat. On 19
September 2008, Jason Phizacklea of
Santon pleaded guilty at Whitehaven
Magistrates Court to oﬀences under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, the
Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975
and the Water Resources Act 1991. e
charges relate to an incident in February
2008 when Phizacklea took an excavator
into the River Irt in Cumbria without
environment agency permission, causing
extensive damage to over 1 km of the river
and destroying freshwater pearl mussels
and thousands of salmon and trout
eggs. Phizacklea received a 12-month
conditional discharge and was ordered to
pay £2,350 in costs. Extinct in much of
England and Wales, freshwater pearl
mussels are protected through national
and international legislation, and it is an
oﬀence to remove, handle or disturb them.
e only English rivers currently
supporting signiﬁcant populations are in
Cumbria and Northumberland - the
environment agency is unable to predict if
the River Irt will ever recover.

15
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Colin Shedden, Director British Association
of Shooting & Conservation (BASC) Scotland

Ebay user convicted
of COTES crime16

Photo by Hugh Clark,
Bat Conservation Trust

Pipistrelle bat in ﬂight

In March 2008, Mike Castle and Sergeant
Rob Taylor, wildlife crime oﬃcer for North
Wales Police, visited the church and took
photographs of their ﬁndings. Later that
day Mr Castle conducted a second survey
of the inner roof void and this time
reported that he could ﬁnd no bats at all,
when he would be expected to do so.

A builder has been convicted of damaging
a bat roost in a 13th Century church at
Llansannan in Wales. In June 2008,
Malcolm Gibson pleaded guilty at
Llandudno Magistrates Court on two
charges of damage/destruction of roosts of
brown long-eared and Natterer’s bats

On 5th August 2008 Mr Heng Low, a 54
year old of Ilford, Essex, entered a plea of

www.nwcu.police.uk

e evidence pointed to regular use by
clusters of roosting bats and the possible
use as a maternity roost. Mr Castle
recorded a series of photographs of his
ﬁndings and later prepared a full report.
Due to the ﬁnding of bats, it was necessary
to seek a CCW18 licence to conduct the
re-rooﬁng work of the church to cause as
little disturbance as possible to the roost.
However, in January 2008, Mr Castle
noticed scaﬀolding in place and work to
the roof taking place so he recorded
photographs of what he had observed. It
subsequently transpired that the building
company owned by Mark Gibson had
started work without permission.

Convicted for damaging
bat roost in Wales17

Illegal sale of arowana fish

Account supplied by RSPB - Legal Eagle Publication.

under the Habitat Regulations and was
ﬁned £2500 for each species, in total
£5,000 plus £65 costs. In 2007, the church
roof had developed into a state of disrepair
and a grant was obtained to replace it. Mike
Castle, a local bat specialist, was appointed
to survey for bats and found evidence of
both long-eared and Natterer’s bats.

guilty at Snaresbrook Crown Court to two
charges of selling Asian arowana ﬁsh. e
Asian arowana is an endangered species
which is given the highest level of
protection by CITES. It can only be sold
legally if a licence to permit has been issued
by the Animal Health department of
Defra. Mr Low had licences permitting
him to import the ﬁsh but these did not
permit sale. His oﬀences were uncovered
aer enquiries by UKBA oﬃcers showed
that he had imported a large number of ﬁsh
from Singapore. In Oct 2007 police from
Redbridge borough, assisted by the
Metropolitan Police Wildlife Crime Unit,
and the NWCU, executed a search warrant
at Mr Low’s home address. ey found
several tanks holding some 20 ﬁsh. Mr Low
was arrested and during interview
admitted that he did not have the licences
to permit them to be sold. He stated that
he had made about £7000 from the sale of
arowana ﬁsh. Upon examination of seized
computers, the scale of this operation
became evident, with customers paying
between £350 and £1200 per ﬁsh. ere
were also several advertisements oﬀering
these ﬁsh for sale. Mr Low was ordered to
pay £800 costs and ﬁned £2,000.

Following a joint investigation by NWCU
and Merseyside police, Perry Chean of
Merseyside pleaded guilty to two oﬀences
contrary to the Control of Trade in
Endangered Species (COTES) regulations
and a further oﬀence contrary to the Fraud
Act 2006. In March 2008, Chean posted
an advert on the internet auction site Ebay
for a stuﬀed sparrowhawk, a CITES Annex
A species. Ebay removed the advert because
there did not appear to be a valid Article
10 certiﬁcate accompanying the specimen.
A few days later Chean re-advertised the
specimen but on this occasion stated that
there was a valid Article 10 certiﬁcate and
posted an image of the alleged document.
However, the image was of some
unconnected correspondence displaying
the Natural England logo. e specimen
was purchased for £65 by an unsuspecting
buyer on the understanding that it had a
genuine certiﬁcate. Chean was arrested and
interviewed. He admitted he had sold the
specimen and that he had posted a
document he had scanned from the
internet so that Ebay would not remove the
item. On 4 September 2008, at Huyton
Magistrates Court, Chean pleaded guilty
to an oﬀence under the fraud act relating
to the misrepresentation of the document
and was ﬁned £120 and ordered to pay £65
costs as well as a victim surcharge of £15.

16

“

“

BASC is delighted to work in partnership with the NWCU on the important priority issue
of poaching. It is invaluable to have a national analytical perspective on both the scale of
the problem and seasonal trends - in the past we have had to rely on individual Force
statistics, media coverage or anecdotes - none of which were adequate to guide eﬀective
prevention

17
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Cautioned for damaging
bat roost in England19
A building developer from Bury, Great
Manchester has been cautioned for
recklessly damaging a bat roost. Between
2004 and 2007, bat workers monitored a
bat roost that had been discovered at a care
home in Bury where young pipistrelle bats
had been found in a cellar. In June 2008,
the bat group noticed that large sections of
the building’s roof had been destroyed.
When Police wildlife crime oﬃcer Andy
Hayes visited the bat roost, it was apparent
that the work had eﬀectively destroyed the
roost. e developer was interviewed by
PC Hayes, assisted by the NWCU, and
admitted that he knew bats were in the
building. He accepted that the work had
probably destroyed or damaged the roost.
In his defence, he stated that leaﬂets from
the bat workers given to staﬀ members had
not been passed to him. He showed a
willingness to work with the bat group to
reinstate the roost. e developer, who was
of previous good character, was cautioned
for damaging or destroying the roost.
Ivory smuggling20
On June 13 2008, Michael Elliot, an
antiques dealer described as the
‘mastermind of a successful ivory and
whale-tooth smuggling operation’ was
convicted of dealing in endangered species.
Elliot was part of an international network
that took parts of protected animals
from Africa for processing in China and
then through Eastern Europe for sale in
the West.
Detectives from the Metropolitan Police
Wildlife Crime Unit spent three years
working with the American authorities
investigating the operation, which they
believe had been shipping valuable
items for a decade. Elliot pleaded guilty
to seven charges under the Control of

Photo supplied by Defra

Ivory carvings

Trade in Endangered Species Regulations
and customs oﬀences. He disclaimed
ownership of 18 ivory tusks, worth
£50,000, and the charge was le on ﬁle. He
was sentenced to a total of two years in
prison, suspended for two years. Elliot now
faces prosecution in the United States,
where he is suspected of organising ivory
and sperm whale teeth smuggling from
Britain. His operation was said to be the
biggest of its kind detected in Britain and
the US.
Larsen trap conviction21
On 19 May 2008, Wyndham Morgan,
a farmer and part-time gamekeeper of
Maes-Y-Beran Farm, Abergavenny, appeared
at Cwmbran Magistrates Court in Gwent.
He pleaded guilty to two oﬀences under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 in
relation to the unlawful use of a Larsen trap
and the conﬁnement of two pigeons. He
received a 12 month conditional discharge
and was ordered to pay
£100 costs. On 23 August 2007, a member
of the public reported a Larsen trap set
inside a pheasant release pen containing

two pigeons in the decoy compartment.
e general licence, which allows the use
of Larsen traps to control crows,
speciﬁcally excludes the use of birds such as
pigeons being used as a decoy. e police
were contacted, and Gwent police (assisted
by South Wales police) and the RSPB,
visited the scene and found the trap was
still present. Morgan, who ran a private
pheasant shoot, was later interviewed and
denied trying to catch birds of prey. e
court stated that they were not satisﬁed
beyond reasonable doubt that Morgan was
intending to catch birds of prey, and
sentenced him on the basis of a breach of
the general licence conditions. His defence
also told the court that because of this
conviction, some of Morgan’s single farm
payment would be withheld by the Rural
Payments Agency.
Successful COTES conviction22
On 22 April 2008, the owner of the
Ringwood pet shop, Hampshire was
convicted of four COTES oﬀences for the
sale and oﬀering for sale of Hermann’s
tortoises, and the keeping for sale of a
Dumeril’s boa. Both of these species are

19
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listed on Annex A of the CITES
regulations. Clarke was ﬁned £250 on each
oﬀence, and ordered to pay £450 costs. In
May 2007, reports were received from the
NWCU and Animal Health, indicating
that Ringwood pet shop was selling
Hermann’s tortoises without Article 10
Certiﬁcates (A10s).
Photo by UKBA CITIES Team

Tortoises seized at Heathrow

On 26 May 2007, Clarke was arrested on
suspicion of unlawful sale of Annex A
specimens, and the premises searched. Four
tortoises (three Hermann’s and one
Horsﬁeld’s) were advertised for sale,
together with a pair of Dumeril’s boa
constrictors. Clarke was unable to produce
an A10 for one of the Hermann’s tortoises.
She stated it was one of twelve that her
father had bred, and the other eleven had
already been sold. She produced A10s for
the Dumeril’s boas, which contained
details of microchips identifying the
snakes, though an examination failed to
locate these. Enquiries revealed that A10s
had been issued originally with a condition
that the boas were to be micro-chipped
before they were 12 months old (in 2000).
ese A10s had been returned to Defra,
together with microchip details, and new
A10s were issued containing the relevant
identiﬁcation information. However, the
boas had actually never been microchipped and were therefore unidentiﬁable.
Clarke was subsequently interviewed at

23

Article taken om the PAW Website.
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Lyndhurst police station where she denied
any involvement in criminal activity,
oﬀering mitigation that Defra paperwork
was too confusing to understand.
Dolphin disturbance23
In April 2008, Michael Jukes and Daniel
Buck were both found guilty of recklessly
or intentionally disturbing a dolphin at
Sandgate in Kent. e solitary dolphin had
become a tourist attraction at Sandgate and
the defendants had swum out to the
dolphin aer attending a party at a friend's
house. Both admitting touching the
dolphin but believed it had enjoyed
swimming with them.
In summing up, Chairman of the Bench
said that a number of experts had
demonstrated the dolphin’s normal
pattern of behaviour was disturbed. Video
evidence also showed the dolphin
swimming towards the men head on and
breaching the water, a sign of distress.
Both men had refused to come out of the
water even aer the police ordered them
out. Both were ordered to carry out 120
hours community service and ordered to
pay £350 costs.

Highlighting the threat
from wildlife crime
Number of offenders
recorded at NWCU
No. of offenders
recorded

Total

Apr 2007 - Mar 2008

1342

Apr 2008 - Mar 2009

1503

TOTAL:

2845

We have now captured details of more than
2,500 wildlife crime oﬀenders. e
majority of these oﬀenders have also been
convicted of, or have cases pending, for
non wildlife crime(s) which highlights the

fact that wildlife oﬀenders will also commit
‘traditional’ crimes as well. We know of
oﬀenders with links to Class A drug
traﬃcking, money laundering, metal the
and ﬁrearms oﬀences.
Tactical and strategic
assessments
e NWCU is solely responsible for
producing tactical and strategic
assessments to the UK high level group and
the Scottish tasking and coordination
group. e regular production of these
assessments identiﬁes current threats and
informs the groups about the activity that
has been implemented to combat the
criminality.
Additional reports/assessments
produced and disseminated
As the table below shows, the NWCU
produce and disseminate the full range of
analytical products (as per the National
Intelligence Model). In the 2008/09 year,
we have increased our submissions of
reports from 18 to 30. In the 2008/09 year,
for the ﬁrst time, the NWCU has provided
sanitised tactical assessments which Police
Wildlife Crime Oﬃcers can share with
their partner agencies.
April March

2007
2008

2008
2009

Brieﬁng Paper

4

5

Intelligence Chart

0

2

Pen Picture

6

1

Problem Proﬁle

1

7

Strategic Assessment 1

1

Tactical Assessment

5

5

Sanitised Product

1

7

Priorities Report

0

2

Grand Total

18

30
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UK wildlife incidents
e NWCU produce an annual overview
of wildlife crime threats aﬀecting the whole
of the UK. is overview allows us to
inform UK police forces, PAW partners,
and government ministers of the current
issues aﬀecting us and the issues predicted
to aﬀect us in the following 12 months. If
the NWCU did not centrally collate all
wildlife crime/incidents, no one would be
able to highlight the scale of the threat to
the UK from wildlife crime, and if the
criminal threat cannot be proven, there will
be very few resources directed towards
wildlife crime detection and enforcement.
In order for the NWCU to accurately
evidence wildlife crime across the UK, we
are solely reliant upon the provision of
incident data from all police forces. Once
received, the information is collated and
analysed with the aim of identifying the
threat and showing trends, hotspots and
signiﬁcant oﬀenders. e provision of
monthly data from all UK police forces
was agreed in 2007. However, by August
2008, only 24 UK forces (47%) had the
resources and commitment to supply this
data to the NWCU. Since then, we have
worked extremely hard with those forces
who were not supplying data and we have
managed to secure it from a further 23
Forces (45%). e work we did to gain a
data submission from one UK force
(Humberside) was backed up at Chief
Constable level and we now receive high
quality data from Humberside police. is
has, in addition, allowed their own
Wildlife Crime Co-ordinator to have
access to the incident data from his own
force that he did not previously have the
resources to collect. e NWCU continue
to work very closely with the 4 UK Forces
(8%) who are experiencing diﬃculties in

the submission of monthly data and we are
conﬁdent that we will have a 100% return
rate within the next few months.
Communication
Newsletters
e NWCU has introduced the
circulation of regular newsletters for the
police wildlife crime oﬃcer network.
Feedback has been very positive and we
receive many articles for inclusion in future
editions. Publication of the newsletter
assists with communication across the
police wildlife crime oﬃcer network and
many of the oﬃcers share the newsletter
with their partner agencies.
NWCU website
Over the last 4 months, the NWCU (in
collaboration with North Wales police) has
embarked upon a major project to launch a
re-vamped, modernised and enhanced
website. e new format will allow greater
interaction between members of the
public, law enforcers and our partners. It
will include a ‘members only’ secure area
where up-to-date information can be
shared and discussed. e public will have
access to educational material, links to our
partners and activities for children.
NWCU alerts
NWCU alerts
disseminated

Total

Apr 2007 - Mar 2008

8

Apr 2008 - Mar 2009

14

TOTAL:

22

NWCU alerts are used to highlight
emerging trends, signiﬁcant intelligence
reports and new MOs in the activity of
wildlife criminals. NWCU has almost

doubled the number of alerts it
disseminated in 2008/09.
Scottish and Northern
Ireland priorities
For the ﬁrst time, the NWCU have
analysed the wildlife crime priority areas
for both Scotland and Northern Ireland.
is will allow the individual agencies and
PAW partners to focus their action on the
speciﬁc wildlife crime areas which pose the
greatest threat to that country.
UK wildlife intelligence
e NWCU operates a UK wide wildlife
intelligence database. e NWCU can
research this database on behalf of any law
enforcement agency, therefore facilitating
information sharing, both in the UK and
abroad. e database contains thousands
of searchable incident details and
intelligence logs - without this access,
police forces and agencies would have
to trawl numerous systems to gain
information on wildlife crime and wildlife
criminals. With the absence of statutory
wildlife crime recording in England and
Wales the NWCU database is the only
central place to obtain this information.
e NWCU is therefore the only UK
Unit where wildlife crime trends will be
noted, analysed and managed by law
enforcement.
Getting it right
e NWCU was subject of an annual
inspection by the oﬃce of surveillance
commissioners24
in
2008.
e
commissioner made a small number of
recommendations, which are currently
being addressed. e ﬁnal report stated
that the NWCU “is meticulous in the way
it deals with intelligence”.

24

e OSC is a tribunal non-departmental public body set up to promote an eﬀective and ethical process for the authorisation of covert surveillance in accordance with
legislation, and to provide public assurance regarding the authorisation of covert surveillance. e OSC’s aim is to provide eﬀective and eﬃcient oversight of the conduct of
covert surveillance and covert human intelligence sources by public authorities in accordance with: Part III of the Police Act 1997, Parts II and III of the Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA) and Regulation of Investigatory Powers (Scotland) Act 2000 (RIP(S)A).
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3. e Scottish Society for the Protection
of Cruelty to Animals (SSPCA)

Partnership Working
In 2008/09, NWCU has strengthened its partnership working, resulting in greatly increased
amounts of intelligence being provided to us from UK Borders Agency, RSPCA/SSPCA,
Defra, the statutory nature conservation organisations and the Scientiﬁc Agencies
(CSL25/SASA26).
April 2007 March 2008

April 2008 March 2009

Total

Police Forces

947

1459

2406

UKBA

45

107

152

NWCU

400

384

784

RSPCA/ SSPCA

1

26

27

Defra/ Animal Health

6

46

52

Non-govt organisations

37

27

64

Statutory nature conservation organisations

0

32

32

Science agencies

8

27

35

Other

3

1

“

SNH values the positive working relationship that it has with the NWCU, and which it
hopes will continue to beneﬁt Scotland's natural heritage by tackling wildlife crime which
threatens some of our rarest and most important habitats and species.
Ben Ross, Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)

Information sharing protocols
e NWCU is the conduit between police
force and PAW partners and has ﬁrmly
embedded its role within these agencies,
both domestically and internationally.
National coordination is fully accepted by
UK police forces and our partner agencies
as being vital in the ﬁght against wildlife
crime. e NWCU is the only Unit in the
UK that eﬀectively fulﬁls this role and
is a beacon for other European member
states. e creation, and eﬀective use, of
the NWCU has assisted the UK in having
an enviable worldwide reputation for the
coordinated and cohesive manner in
which we are attempting to combat
wildlife crime.
25

Central Science Laboratory.
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1. Defra (Animal Health Agency)
2. Royal Society for the Protection of
Cruelty Animals (RSPCA)

27

5. e Scottish Fisheries Protection
Agency (who will become Marine
Scotland on 01/04/2009)
Information Sharing Protocols are also
ongoing and/or being considered with a
number of other organisations, including:
1.

Natural England (NE)

2.

Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)

3.

Department of Environment
Northern Ireland (DOENI)

4.

Countryside Council for Wales
(CCW)

5.

Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds (RSPB)

6.

International Fund for Animal
Welfare (IFAW)

7.

World Wildlife Fund (WWF-UK)

8.

Scottish Rural Properties Business
Association (SRPBA)

9.

British Association for Shooting &
Conservation (BASC)

4

rough information sharing the NWCU
are involved in a collaborative approach
with government and non-governmental
organisations in a multi-agency approach
to investigate wildlife and environmental
crime within the UK. Via the creation of
information sharing protocols drawn up
under MOPI27 principles, the following
agencies now formally share appropriate
data with the NWCU. All shared data is
considered relevant for the prevention and
detection of wildlife crime:

Science and Advice for Scottish Agriculture.

www.nwcu.police.uk

“

Intelligence
received at NWCU

4. TRAFFIC International

Management of Police Information.

10. Scottish Badgers
11. e Badger Trust
12. e Ulster Society for the Protection
of Cruelty Animals (USPCA)
13. e League Against Cruel Sports
(LACS)
14. e Environment Agency (EA)
15. Environment Investigation Agency
(EIA)
As contacts are made with other
organisations where data can be exchanged
for policing purposes, protocols for
information sharing will be considered and
adopted by the NWCU, furthering the
amount of intelligence we hold in relation
to wildlife crime oﬀenders.
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N

Red squirrel

International Successes
e NWCU has been instrumental
in facilitating co-operation between
enforcement agencies across the world to
prevent and detect international wildlife
crime. Over the last year there has been a
signiﬁcant rise in the unit’s commitment to
our international partners resulting in
many noteworthy collaborations. ese
have included:
N

N

N

N

N

An oﬃcial visit to India on behalf of
the British government as part of the
sustainable development dialogue
Participation in the Interpol wildlife
and environmental working group,
which is associated with information
exchange across the globe
Active participation in a workshop in
Canada, which looked at wildlife
criminality over the internet (a vastly
used tool for wildlife criminals)
Provision of input to the European
Commission
wildlife
expert
enforcement working group where
some signiﬁcant progress is being
made
Development of a business plan for
partnership working with China
as part of the sustainable development dialogue where considerable

Provision of the main input to an
illegal reptile trade workshop in
Tarvisio Italy, in conjunction with
TRAFFIC Europe. e work done
for this input has highlighted a
serious and organised crime group
working throughout the EU and
has led to widespread demand for
further analysis from the NWCU.
Unfortunately, due to our limited
analytical capacity, we are experiencing
diﬃculty servicing this request

Overall, the unit continues to inﬂuence
above its weight in our collaboration
with law enforcement partners on an
international scale.

The Future
Impact statements
e use of impact statements during
criminal trials for wildlife oﬀences have
proved to be signiﬁcant in securing higher
penalties for oﬀenders. e NWCU are in
the process of working with our partner
agencies to write persuasive impact
statements for all of our wildlife crime
priority areas. e central stock of impact
statements can then be utilised in all future
cases to ensure maximum sentencing for
wildlife oﬀenders.
NWCU Scottish
investigative support officer
Funding has recently been secured for a
Scottish NWCU investigative support

“

oﬃcer, who will be jointly funded by
ACPOS and PAW Scotland, for an initial
period of 18 months. e oﬃcer will be
attached to the NWCU, but will work
from home and will involve travel
throughout Scottish Forces and attendance
at relevant events. e oﬃcer will be a
pro-active constable who can provide
speedy, highly professional advice
and/or assistance in relation to wildlife
enquiries. ey will be required to gather
evidence/intelligence on suspects leading
to robust enforcement and prosecution.
is is an important opportunity for the
NWCU to gain the skills of a Scottish
oﬃcer who can make a real diﬀerence in
the ﬁght against wildlife crime.
Poaching officer
Via funding from the environment agency,
the British Association for Shooting &
Conservation and the Deer Initiative, the
NWCU has entered into an innovative
partnership approach to introduce a
poaching project oﬃcer to take forward
the UK poaching priority. is role will
draw on those with a vested interest in
minimising poaching throughout the UK.
e individual will develop the partnership
role and encourage enforcement agencies
to focus their ﬁnite resources in the areas
which will make the most diﬀerence.
Researcher
rough sound organisational development and ﬁnancial prudence, the NWCU
hopes to increase its delivery of an eﬀective
service to our partners by recruiting a
researcher (a brand new position within
the NWCU). We hope to secure this post
in the next year.

I believe the inclusion of an impact statement within the ﬁle om a bat expert assisted the
magistrates greatly in their deliberations. e inclusion of such a statement puts into
perspective the impact that such oﬀences can have on the species concerned and also their
importance to the area and to the UK as a whole.
Sergeant Rob Taylor
North Wales Police Wildlife Crime Oﬃcer

“

collaboration has been made with
Defra CITES policy team and
the department for international
development

Photo by Charles Everitt
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